PETRUS AGED RED ALE, Belgium
12
With a base of a double brown ale, the brewer adds in 15
percent Petrus Aged Pale Ale and finishes off this mild
sour off with fresh cherries. Perfect beer to begin or end
your meal with. [ABV: 8.5%]
BIG DOG LAS VEGAS LAGER, Las Vegas
10
Slightly hopped, crisp, and clean: this locally made
American-style lager is designed for a town that is always
on the go. [ABV: 5%]
MOTHER EARTH BORN BLONDE ALE, California
12
Light on its feet, this beer is meant to be drinkable and
refreshing. Nothing overly complicated here. Just simple
recipe and super clean, mildly bready finish. [ABV: 4.8%]
ABLE BAKER, TEST SITE SAISON, Nevada
Light golden color, aroma of citrus, a bit of yeast and
floral notes. Taste of light fruit, bit of yeast and malty
sweetness. [ABV: 5.5%]

14

TRIPEL KARMELIET, Belgium
14
The head is thick with its own complexity. Great full body
with a golden, slightly cloudy appearance. Spicy, smooth
finish.
[ABV: 8.4%]
HOEGAARDEN, Belgium
12
The Hoegaarden monks are credited with discovering this
delicious recipe over 500 years ago!! Mixed with aromas
of orange and coriander, with a straw yellow and naturally
murky appearance. [ABV: 4.9%]

WEIHENSTEPHANER, Germany
This golden-yellow wheat beer is full bodied with a
smooth yeast taste. [ABV: 7.5%]

11

DESCHUTES FRESH SQUEEZED IPA, Oregon
12
Aroma is fresh and floral with citrus character that is
layered on top of a juicy smelling tropical fruit. The taste
is fresh and citrusy. “Don’t worry, no fruit was harmed in
the making of this beer” [ABV: 6.4%]
LEFT COAST TRESTLES IPA, California
12
This American style IPA is clean and pleasantly hoppy.
Creative use of hops keeps this beer easy drinking and
moderately bitter [ABV: 6.8%]
AVERY BREWERY MAHARAJA IMERIAL IPA, CO
14
Maharaja is derived from the sanskrit words mahat,
meaning “great”, and rajan, meaning “king”. Much like its
namesake, this imperial IPA is regal, intense and mighty.
BROOKLYN BROWN ALE, New York
11
A blend of six malts lends a deep russet-brown color and
complex flavors. Hints of cocoa, coffee and caramel swirl
beneath a delicate dry-hopped veil of dark, fruity aromas.
[ABV: 5.5%]
OLD RASPUTIN IMPERIAL STOUT, California
14
This nitro stout is jet black in color and has intense
aromas of dark chocolate and espresso. Huge cult
following, see what everyone’s talking about! [ABV: 9%]

KRONENBOURG 1664 BLANC, Franc
11
This original refreshing white (wheat) beer is brewed with
a hint of citrus and coriander spice. [ABV: 5.1%]

LAGUNITAS LITTLE SUMPIN’ SUMPIN’, California
11
Super smooth and silky with large hop attributes. Great
for both IPA fans and wheat beer lovers. [ABV: 7.5%]

ESTRELLA DAMM DAURA, Spain
12
Is recognized as the best gluten-free beer obtaining the
most prestigious world renowned awards [ABV: 5.4%]

INNIS AND GUNN ORIGINAL, Scotland
11
Aromas of vanilla and toffee, hints of citrus, with a malty,
lightly oaked palate. Balanced and light in texture,
soothing and warming in the finish. [ABV: 6.6%]

STELLA ARTOIS, Belgium
12
This European style pilsner has an attractive golden color
with aromas of floral hops and toasted malts. [ABV: 5.2%]
ALASKAN AMBER, Alaska
12
Fermented in colder weather and at a slower pace than
most ambers, this ale has just enough hops that it is rich
and malty for a long lasting balanced flavor on the palate.
[ABV: 5.3%]

DELIRIUM TREMENS, Belgium
16
Not for the weak-of-palate or the faint-of-heart, this
brawny beer’s taste is powerful, with bitter invigorating
hops and an alcohol content of a hearty nine percent.
[ABV: 9%]
NOT YOUR FATHERS ROOT BEER, Los Angeles
8
Silky, smooth and satisfying finish. Truly unique and great
over ice cream. [ABV: 5.9%]

UNIBROUE LA FIN DU MONDE, Canada
15
A spicy blast of a tripel, with apple, pear, sweet doughnut
malt, orange, and musky grapes. [ABV: 9%]

The Usual Suspects
BUD LIGHT
BLUE MOON
CORONA
HEINEKEN
LEINENKUGEL’S SUMMER SHANDY
MILLER LITE
ST PAULI GIRL NON-ALCOHOLIC

9
9
9
9
9
9
6

LAGUNITAS, LITTLE SUM

